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Abstract

 Objectives—Whether knee instability contributes to the increased risk of falls and fractures 

observed in persons with knee osteoarthritis (OA) has not been studied. We examined the 

association of knee buckling with the risk of falling and fall-related consequences in older adults 

with, or at high risk for, knee OA.

 Methods—At the 60 month visit of the Multicenter Osteoarthritis Study, men and women ages 

55 to 84 were asked about knee buckling in the past 3 months and whether they fell when a knee 

buckled. Falls and fall-related injuries in the past 12 months and balance confidence were assessed 

at 60 and 84 months. Multivariate logistic regression was used to assess the association of knee 

buckling with falls and their consequences.

 Results—1,842 subjects (59% women, mean [SD] age= 66.9 [7.8] and BMI= 30.3 [5.7]) were 

included. At 60 months 16.8% reported buckling and at 84 months 14.1% had recurrent (≥2) falls. 

Bucklers at 60 months had a 1.6 to 2.5-fold greater odds of recurrent falls, fear of falling and poor 

balance confidence at 84 months. Those who fell when a knee buckled at baseline had a 4.5-fold, 

2-fold and 3-fold increased odds two years later of recurrent falls, significant fall injuries and fall 

injuries that limited activity, respectively, and were 4 times more likely to have poor balance 

confidence.

 Conclusion—Interventions that reduce knee buckling may help prevent falls, fall-related 

injuries and adverse psychological consequences of falls in persons with knee OA.
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 INTRODUCTION

Knee buckling, the sudden loss of postural support across the knee during weight bearing, 

often described as a knee “giving way”, is a symptom of knee instability that frequently 

affects older individuals, especially those with knee pain.(1, 2) In the community-based 

Framingham OA study, 12% of persons ages 58 to 94 reported one or more episode of knee 

buckling over a 3 month period, with nearly 80% occurring in knees that were painful in the 

past 30 days.(2) Among participants in the Multicenter Osteoarthritis Study (MOST) with 

knee OA, or with a high risk of developing it based on the presence of risk factors, 18% 

reported a knee giving way in the past 3 months and 1 in 8 of these said they fell when their 

knee buckled.(3) In addition to knee buckling, another 18% of MOST participants reported 

having less severe symptoms of knee instability (sensations of “shifting” or “slipping”) 

during the past 3 months even though they did not experience knee buckling during this 

period.

Symptoms of knee instability are associated with loss of confidence in one's knees,(4, 5) loss 

of balance confidence overall, fear of falling (3) and functional limitation (2, 3, 6-8) 

independently of knee pain. Falls, fall injuries and fear of falling due to knee buckling may 

exacerbate the adverse consequences of knee instability, leading to restrictions in physical 

activity, deconditioning and loss of strength and function. Symptoms of instability such as 

knee shifting, slipping and buckling are not the predominant symptom of knee OA and as 

such may be ignored by treating professionals. Muscle weakness in persons with knee OA 

increases the risk of instability symptoms (2, 6) and knee instability may be related to 

balance problems. Both balance difficulties and muscle weakness are remediable problems,

(9-12) suggesting that the causes of knee instability may be treatable. If knee instability 

leads to serious health outcomes like falls, fall injuries and poor balance confidence, 

inquiring into and addressing instability may need to be prioritized.

The objective of the present study of participants in the MOST cohort was to examine the 

association of knee buckling and sensations of knee shifting/slipping at baseline with the 

cross-sectional and longitudinal risk of recurrent falls, fall injuries and adverse 

psychological consequences of falls.

 MATERIALS AND METHODS

 Subjects

Subjects were from the Multicenter Osteoarthritis Study (MOST), a longitudinal study of 

people with knee OA or at high risk of knee OA based on the presence of risk factors.(13, 

14) Community-dwelling participants between 50 and 79 years were enrolled in 

Birmingham, Alabama, or Iowa City, Iowa between April 2003 and April 2005, with follow-

up visits every 24-30 months and phone follow-up for those not coming to the clinic. 
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Participants eligible for this analysis attended the 60 month clinic visit, which is the baseline 

for the present study. The MOST study protocol was approved prior to data collection by the 

Institutional Review Boards at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, the University of 

Iowa, the University of California, San Francisco and Boston University Medical Center.

 Exposure variables

 Symptoms of knee instability: buckling and shifting/slipping—At 60 months 

participants were asked “In the past 3 months, has either of your knees buckled or given way 

at least once?” and asked about buckling in the past 12 months using a similar question. 

Participants were also asked about the number of times a knee buckled in the past 3 months, 

and whether he or she had a fall and landed on the floor or the ground as a result of a knee 

giving way. All participants were then asked “In the past 3 months has either knee felt like it 

was shifting, slipping, or going to give way but didn't actually do so?” and the number of 

times this occurred. Hereafter, we will refer to this as knee shifting/slipping. Some 

participants reported only buckling, others only sensations of slipping/shifting, and still 

others both symptoms of instability in the past 3 months. All participants were asked 

“Because of concern about buckling or ‘giving way’ in your knees, have you changed or 

limited your usual activities in any way?”

 Outcome variables

 Falls—At 60 and 84 month clinic visits and phone contacts participants were asked about 

recent falls as follows: “During the past 12 months, have you fallen and landed on the floor, 

ground, or stairs? (Do NOT include being knocked down by a moving person or vehicle, 

falling off of a bicycle or while playing a sport or falling from a height, like off a ladder.)” 

Participants who fell were asked the number of times this had occurred in the past 12 

months, if they were injured and about the type of injury and whether the injury had caused 

them to seek medical care or to limit their usual activities for more than a day. We 

considered significant injuries to include fractures, any injury that resulted in seeking 

medical treatment as well as sprained or strained joints or muscles, and any injury to the 

head.

A specific measure of balance confidence was obtained using the validated Activities-

specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale, which assesses self-reported confidence in 

performing 16 activities without becoming unsteady or falling.(15) The summary ABC score 

ranges from 0 to 100 (higher scores indicate more confidence), with poor confidence defined 

as a score <67.(16) Fear of falling was assessed using a single-item question: “Are you ever 

afraid of falling?” with fear of falling coded as yes; no, if otherwise.

 Baseline covariates—Covariates were selected based on a potential for a causal 

association with knee instability and buckling, on the one hand, and falls and their 

consequences, on the other hand, as reported in the literature or observed in the present 

study. Knee pain was assessed with the 5-item WOMAC knee pain scale.(17) We 

categorized subjects by quartile of the sum of pain scores for both knees combined (range 

0-40). Participants were asked about pain “on most days of a month” over the past year in 

each hip and about foot and ankle pain occurring on “most days of the past 30 days” by 
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referring to predefined locations on a distal lower extremity diagram, which yields a count of 

the number of locations (0-6) with pain in the right and left foot and ankle. History of knee 

injuries that limited activity for 2 or more days was assessed at 60 months. Radiographic 

knee OA was based on the Kellgren and Lawrence (KL) grade in the worse knee at 60 

months, using previously described methods. (13, 18)

We used a self-report adaptation of the Charlson index, which provides a co-morbidity score 

with a range of 0-10.(19) Participants were categorized as users/nonusers in the past 30 days 

of prescription narcotic analgesics and sedative-hypnotics, including benzodiazapines and 

nonbenzodiazapine sleep aids and anxiolytics, based on an inventory of participant-supplied 

medication bottles and self-report.(20) The Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression 

Scale(21) was administered and subjects were categorized based on scores of ≥ 16 vs. <16. 

Participants ages 65 and over were administered the Fillit brief cognitive impairment 

screening questionnaire,(22) with scores of ≥8 for those not using medications, and ≥12 for 

those using medications, considered suggestive of impairment.

Quadriceps strength was assessed at the 60 month visit as the maximum of four isokinetic 

knee extensor torque repetitions at 60 degrees/second, scaled by body weight.(23) Results in 

newton-meters (nm) for the weaker limb were used, and normalized as gender-specific z-

scores. Vibratory perception was evaluated bilaterally using a biothesiometer placed on the 

dorsum of the 1st MTP joint.(24) Results in volts were normalized as gender-specific z-

scores for analysis. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as the ratio of measured weight 

(kg) divided by height (m) squared. Other baseline covariates were age, gender, race (white 

vs. African-American) and clinic site.

 Statistical analysis—We focused on the association of knee instability in native knees 

at 60 months with fall outcomes at 60 and 84 months. We excluded those who had a total 

knee replacement prior to 60 months and in longitudinal analyses those who had a knee 

replacement prior to 84 months.

For exposure variables we classified participants based on knee buckling in the 3 months 

prior to baseline and separately for instances of knee shifting/slipping without buckling. We 

categorized both variables as 0, 1 and ≥2 instances of instability; however, initial analyses 

showed no differences for 1 vs. ≥2 episodes in association with falls, so only results for 0 vs. 

≥1 instances are presented. We classified participants at baseline for whether they reported 

only buckling, only knee shifting/slipping or both buckling and shifting/slipping, and 

classified bucklers by whether they reported having fallen when a knee gave way. We 

estimated odds ratios for the association of baseline buckling and shifting/slipping with the 

risk of the outcomes of 1 fall and with 2 or more falls at baseline and at follow-up 24 months 

later using multinomial logistic regression and odds ratios for dichotomous consequences of 

falls using logistic regression. Analyses were also conducted to assess whether buckling with 

a fall at baseline was associated with recurrent falls and consequences of falls and we 

limited these analyses to outcomes occurring during follow-up 2 years later to avoid 

counting the same falls in the exposure and outcome variable. All models include both 

buckling and shifting/slipping variables based on previous findings of independent 

associations with outcomes (3) and are adjusted for all covariates.
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In sensitivity analyses, we used 0-1 vs. ≥2 falls as the outcome and separately repeated our 

analyses without age, use of sedative hypnotics and vibratory perception as covariates. We 

also repeated analyses without adjusting for knee pain, since it is possible that buckling 

causes or exacerbates knee pain and including knee pain as a covariate may inappropriately 

adjust away a pathway through which buckling affects the risk of falls.(25) All analyses 

were performed using Statistical Analysis Systems (v9.2).

 RESULTS

The 60 month clinic visit (baseline for this analysis) was attended by 1,842 eligible 

participants who had complete baseline data on buckling, falls and all covariates and 1,697 

had follow-up data on falls at 84 months (Figure 1). Participants not included due to 

incomplete data, at baseline were more likely (P<0.05) to have a higher BMI and WOMAC 

pain score, poor balance confidence, use narcotic analgesics and to be African American. 

The sample had a mean [SD] age of 69.9 [7.8] years and BMI of 30.3 [5.6] and 60% were 

women (Table 1). About 2% of those screened had scores on the cognitive screening 

questionnaire suggestive of impairment.(22)

For the 3 months prior to baseline, 16.8% of participants reported knee buckling, 29.6% 

knee shifting/slipping without the knee giving way and 8.8% reported both symptoms of 

instability. Of those who reported buckling at baseline, 92% had either knee pain on most 

days of the past month or radiographic OA of the knee (KL grade ≥2), and 44% also 

reported buckling at 84 months.

 Baseline knee instability and the cross-sectional and longitudinal risk of falls and 
consequences of falls

At 60 and 84 months, respectively, 13.9% and 13.2% of subjects had a single fall and 16.1% 

and 14.1% had recurrent (2 or more) falls during the preceding 12 months. Among fallers at 

either time-point, one in four had a significant injury and a similar proportion limited their 

activity due to a fall injury.

Those who buckled ≥1 time in the past 3 months at baseline were more likely to have had 

recurrent falls in the 12 months before baseline (29.1%) and 2 years later (25.2%) compared 

with nonbucklers (13.5% and 12.0%, respectively). In multivariate analyses (Table 2), 

bucklers had twice the odds of recurrent falls both at baseline and 2 years later. Shifting/

slipping at baseline was associated with multiple falls at baseline but not with falls two years 

later. Instability symptoms were not associated with having one fall.

Comparing different combinations of baseline instability symptoms (Table 3), those 

reporting both buckling and shifting/slipping had an increased risk of falls at both 60 months 

and 2 years later, compared with those with neither symptom. Those who experienced 

buckling but not shifting/slipping were more likely to have multiple falls 2 years later but not 

at 60 months, while those reporting only shifting/slipping but not buckling did not have an 

increased risk of falls.
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Bucklers were more likely to have had significant and activity-limiting fall-related injuries in 

the 12 months prior to baseline, with adjusted odds ratios of 2.38 (95% CI, 1.60, 3.54) and 

1.96 (95% CI, 1.29, 3.00), respectively. Bucklers did not have an increased risk of fall-

related injuries at 84 months, but nonetheless were more likely to have poor balance 

confidence (adjusted OR, 2.47; 95% CI, 1.58, 3.85) and fear of falling (adjusted OR, 1.62; 

95% CI, 1.16, 2.26) two years later (data not shown in tables).

 Falling when a knee buckled at baseline

We next examined falling when a knee gave way at baseline as an exposure variable. Among 

bucklers at baseline, 19.7% (n=61) fell at least once when their knee gave way, and of these 

a high proportion had 2 or more falls (72.1%), a significant fall injury (37.7%) and a fall 

injury that limited activity (45.9%) in the preceding 12 months compared with 18.5%, 

14.5% and 11.2%, respectively, among bucklers who did not fall when a knee gave way 

(n=249) and compared with 13.5%, 9.2%, and 6.7% of nonbucklers (n=1,532). Bucklers 

who also fell were more likely to have poor balance confidence (52.5%) and a fear of falling 

(63.8%) at baseline compared with bucklers who did not fall when a knee gave way (28.5% 

and 44.6% , respectively) and compared with nonbucklers (8.4% and 28.5%). Of note, 

68.8% of those who fell when a knee buckled said they modified or limited their activities 

due to concern about buckling (Table 4).

Those who fell when a knee buckled at baseline continued to have a substantially increased 

risk of falls and their consequences 2 years later, including a 4.5-fold, 2-fold and 3-fold 

increased odds of recurrent falls, significant fall injuries and fall injuries that limited activity, 

respectively, and were 4 times more likely to have poor balance confidence and twice as 

likely to have fear of falling (Table 5). Bucklers who did not fall were also more likely two 

years later to have a fear of falling and poor balance confidence, although to a lesser extent.

The results of sensitivity analyses did not materially change our findings or conclusions.

 DISCUSSION

Our findings establish a strong relationship between knee buckling, in which a knee gives 

way due to the sudden loss of postural support across the knee during weight bearing, and 

the risk of falls and adverse consequences of falls in people ages 55 to 84 with, and at high 

risk for, knee OA. Persons reporting knee buckling had a two- to three-fold greater 

likelihood of having had recurrent falls, a fall-related injury and having limited their activity 

due to a fall injury in the previous 12 months, and remained at increased risk of recurrent 

falls two years after experiencing a knee giving way. About 1 in 5 bucklers fell as a result of 

a knee giving way, and these individuals were at especially high risk of adverse outcomes 

two years later, including having recurrent falls, significant and activity-limiting fall injuries, 

poor balance confidence and fear of falling.

These results suggest that knee buckling is an independent risk factor for falls that is unique 

to persons with knee pain or knee OA. Knee instability during dynamic, weight-bearing 

activities occurs in the majority of knee OA patients(1, 6, 7) and in the general population 

buckling primarily occurs in people with knee pain.(2) Previous studies have found that 
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persons with knee pain and knee OA have an increased risk of falls and fall injuries(26-29) 

and, despite a relatively high bone density, an increased risk of fractures.(30, 31) Our results 

suggest that that this increased risk is likely due, at least in part, to knee instability that 

results in falls.

Knee instability is associated with functional limitations in persons with knee OA 

independently of knee pain and OA severity.(1-3, 6-8) Individuals with knee instability 

frequently “lack confidence” in their knees(4) and this is associated with a poor functional 

outcome.(5) Previously in the MOST cohort we found that persons with a history of 

buckling as well as those who experienced knee slipping/shifting were significantly more 

likely to concurrently have poor balance confidence and fear of falling.(3) The present study 

expands on this by showing that for persons who have experienced knee buckling, an 

increased risk of these adverse psychological consequences of buckling persist two years 

later and that they are extremely common in individuals who had previously fallen when a 

knee gave way.

Fear of falling can prompt inappropriate avoidance of activities leading to physical 

deconditioning and a loss of function independently of the frequency of falls and fall 

injuries.(32, 33) This chain of events may play a role in the adverse impact of knee 

instability on function limitations. Of particular importance, in the present study over two-

thirds of those who fell when a knee gave way said they had changed or limited their 

activities due to concern about buckling. Interestingly, sensations of knee shifting and 

slipping without the knee buckling were not associated with falls and fall consequences in 

our longitudinal analyses. These symptoms are less likely to directly result in a fall, but the 

findings also suggest that some individuals with knee instability may manage it by adopting 

behavioral strategies that limit their risk of buckling and falls. Whether limitations or 

modifications in activity by persons with knee instability reduce these risks or instead 

contribute to deconditioning, functional decline and increased risks of buckling and falls in 

the long-term (34, 35) warrants further investigation.

Interventions addressing knee instability and buckling have the potential to reduce the 

burden of falls and their consequences and improve confidence in the ability to engage in 

usual activities in the large segment of the older population that has knee pain. 

Neuromuscular control strategies involving leg muscle actions in response to proprioceptive 

stimuli play an important role in stabilizing the knee under varying external loads,(36) 

especially when, as is common with knee OA, soft tissue restraints around the knee are 

impaired.(37) Trials in persons with knee instability show that leg muscle strengthening and 

general functional exercises reduce instability and knee pain and improve physical function,

(11, 12, 38) results which are consistent with a positive effect of leg strength training and 

exercise on pain and function seen in persons with knee OA in general.(12, 39) Whether 

interventions specifically designed to improve dynamic neuromuscular control through knee 

joint stabilization training provide additional benefit in treating knee instability is uncertain.

(40, 41) The ability of any such interventions to reduce the risk of knee buckling and falls 

and their adverse consequences needs to be evaluated in controlled trials. If shown to be 

effective, it would suggest that such strategies be included in multi-factorial fall prevention 

strategies targeting persons with knee pain.(9, 10) Although individuals with a history of 
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having fallen when a knee gave way represent 1 in 5 of those who reported buckling and 

only 3% of the overall cohort, targeting this readily identifiable subgroup at especially high 

risk of falls and injuries may be an efficient approach to preventing serious adverse 

consequences of knee instability.

Ours is the first prospective study to our knowledge that examines the association of 

symptoms of knee instability with falls and their consequences in persons with, or at risk for, 

knee OA. We adjusted for many potential risk factors for both knee instability and falls, 

including multiple co-morbidity, foot pain, depressive symptoms and use of sedative 

hypnotic and narcotic analgesic medications. The neuromuscular effects of chronic pain 

include leg muscle weakness,(29, 42) a risk factor for falls (43) and instability.(44) We 

adjusted for upper leg muscle strength as well as for knee pain severity and pain in other 

lower extremity joints. Our primary endpoint was recurrent falls (2 or more falls over a 12 

month period), which is a standard and clinically important outcome measure in 

epidemiological studies of falls that has demonstrated stronger associations with fall risk 

factors and poor outcomes than single falls.(45)

Our study has several limitations. We did not include persons who had knee replacements, a 

large subgroup for whom buckling and falls can have dire consequences and deserving of 

further study. We did not distinguish indoor and outdoor falls, which may have different risk 

factors.(45, 46) If buckling is preferentially associated with either indoor or outdoor falls, 

combining them may cause us to underestimate the association of knee instability with falls. 

We assessed falls by recall for the past 12 months rather than weekly/monthly and without 

aids to recall such as a diary or calendar. Studies show that compared with weekly or 

monthly reporting (with or without calendars or other memory aids), recall of falls over the 

past 12 months has high specificity (>90%) but lower sensitivity so that 10-20% of fallers 

may be misclassified as non-fallers.(47, 48) This could cause us to overestimate an 

association of buckling with falls if bucklers are better at recalling falls. While cognitive 

impairment is associated both with falls(9) and with less accurate recall of falls,(49) 

cognitive screening tests(22, 50) administered to MOST participants suggests that the 

prevalence of impairment in our sample was not high enough to explain our results. We did 

not adjust for a history of falls at baseline in longitudinal analyses since we concluded that 

this would constitute over-adjustment for baseline buckling, which was often a direct cause 

of falls. Over 40% of bucklers say they restricted their activities due to concern about 

buckling; if as a result they were less active in a way that reduced their fall risk, we may 

underestimate their of risk of falls for the time spent at risk. We did not adjust for physical 

activity level or measures of balance performance since these factors are likely to be affected 

by knee instability, and adjusting for such intermediates could induce bias.(25) Knee 

instability was assessed by self-report, which could lead to recall bias. Development of 

practical objective measures of dynamic knee instability is needed. Finally, the reported odds 

ratios likely overestimate relative risks for common outcomes, such as falls.

 Conclusion

Individuals who experience knee buckling are more likely to have a history of recurrent falls 

and injurious falls and to continue to have a greater risk of recurrent falls 2 years later. 
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Persons who fall when a knee gives way have an especially high risk of future recurrent 

falls, injurious falls, fear of falling and poor balance confidence. Finding effective treatments 

for knee instability should be a priority and may help prevent knee buckling and falls and 

their adverse consequences in older persons with knee pain.
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SIGNIFICANCE AND INNOVATION

• First prospective study to investigate symptoms of knee instability as a 

risk factor for falls, fall injuries and psychological consequences of 

falls in persons with, or at risk for, knee OA

• Knee buckling, particularly when a fall results, is associated with an 

increased risk of recurrent falls and adverse consequences of falls two 

years later.

• Interventions that reduce knee buckling may help prevent falls and their 

adverse consequences in persons with knee OA.
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Figure 1. 
Subject Selection Flow Diagram.
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Table 1

Subject Characteristics

Baseline (60 month visit) characteristics All (n=1842) No Buckling in 
past 3 months (at 

60 months) 
(n=1532 )

Buckling ≥ 1 time 
in past 3 months 
(at 60 months) 

(n=310 )

p-value for 
difference by 

Buckling status

Age, mean (± SD) 66.9 (7.8) 67.0 (7.8) 66.7 (7.7) 0.5769

Female, n (%) 1093 (59%) 898 (59%) 195 (63%) 0.1611

African American, n (%) 249 (14%) 189 (12%) 60 (19%) 0.0003

Body mass index, mean (± SD) (in kgs / m ) 30.3 (5.7) 30.1 (5.5) 31.6 (6.5) <.0001

Comorbidity score (0 -10), mean (± SD) 0.78 (1.29) 0.70 (1.20) 1.16 (1.59) <.0001

Depressive symptoms, n (%) 215 (12%) 151 (10%) 64 (21%) <.0001

Used Rx narcotic analgesics in past 30 days, n (%) 171 (9%) 122 (8%) 49 (16%) <.0001

Used sedative hypnotics in past 30 days, n (%) 193 (10%) 161 (11%) 32 (10%) 0.9221

Foot pain score (range 0-6), mean (± SD) 1.23 (1.74) 1.05 (1.60) 2.15 (2.06) <.0001

Hip pain on most days (either hip), n (%) 857 (47%) 673 (44%) 184 (59%) <.0001

Quadriceps extension maximum isokinetic torque (mean ± 
SD) (in newton-meters)

0.0017

    Men 118.0 (40.8) 120.0 (41.1) 107.0 (37.5) 0.0004

    Women 67.7 (25.0) 68.9 (24.8) 61.9 (25.0)

Vibratory perception threshold at first MTP, , mean (± SD) 
(in volts)

0.2210

    Men 31.5 (15.5) 31.5 (15.1) 33.1 (15.0) 0.1564

    Women 20.3 (12.2) 20.1 (12.0) 21.4 (13.2)

History of knee injury causing limited activity >=2 days, n 
(%)

873 (47%) 701 (46%) 172 (55%) 0.0018

Highest KL grade either knee, n (%)

0-1 737 (40%) 645 (42%) 92 (30%) <.0001

2 400 (22%) 327 (21%) 73 (24%)

3-4 705 (38%) 560 (37%) 145 (47%)

Knee pain “on most days of the past month” n (%) 991 (54%) 732 (48%) 259 (84%) <.0001

Sum of WOMAC pain score in right and left knees (0-40) 
(mean ± SD) (mean ± SD)

5.68 (6.14) 4.70 (5.47) 10.52 (6.98) <.0001

Knee shifting/slipping without giving way in past 3 
months, n (%)

    0 1296 (70%) 1149 (75%) 147 (47%) <.0001

    ≥ 1 time 546 (30%) 373 (25%) 153 (53%)
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Baseline (60 month visit) characteristics All (n=1842) No Buckling in 
past 3 months (at 

60 months) 
(n=1532 )

Buckling ≥ 1 time 
in past 3 months 
(at 60 months) 

(n=310 )

p-value for 
difference by 

Buckling status

Injury due to a fall that caused a limitation of activity, n 
(%)

159 (9%) 103 (7%) 56 (18%) <.0001

Serious injury due to a fall, n (%) 214 (12%) 142 (9%) 72 (23%) <.0001

Poor balance confidence, n (%) (Activities-specific 
Balance Confidence Scale score < 67)

232 (13%) 129 (8%) 103 (33%) <.0001

Fear of falling, n (%) 593 (32%) 437 (29%) 156 (50%) <.0001

Limited activities due to concern about knee buckling, n 
(%)

331 (18%) 198 (13%) 133 (43%) <.0001
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Table 2

Association of knee buckling and knee shifing/slipping at 60 months with falls at 60 months and at 84 months

Baseline exposure/predictor (n) a. Cross-sectional association with falls in the past 12 months at baseline
*

Buckling in past 3 months
0 falls 1 fall ≥2 falls

N (%) N (%) OR (95% CI) N (%) OR (95% CI)

0 (1532) 1114 (72.7) 211 (13.8) Ref -- 207 (13.5) Ref --

1+ (310) 175 (56.5) 45 (14.5) 1.25(0.84-1.86) 90 (29.0) 2.00(1.42-2.82)

Shifting /slipping in past 3 months

0 (1296) 975 (73.8) 175 (13.5) Ref -- 164 (12.7) Ref --

1+ (546) 332 (60.8) 81 (14.8) 1.08(0.78-1.50) 133 (24.4) 1.51(1.12-2.03)

Buckling in past 3 months
b. Longitudinal association with falls in the past 12 months at 2 year follow-up

†

0 falls 1 fall ≥2 falls

0 (1427) 1066 (74.7) 190 (13.3) Ref -- 171 (12.0) Ref --

1+ (270) 168 (62.2) 34 (12.6) 1.03(0.66-1.60) 68 (25.2) 1.98(1.35-2.91)

Shifting/slipping in past 3 months

0 (1217) 907 (74.5) 162 (13.3) Ref -- 148 (12.2) Ref --

1+ (480) 327 (68.1) 62 (12.9) 0.92(0.64-1.31) 91 (19.0) 1.10(0.78-1.55)

*
Models include variables for both buckling and shifting/slipping, plus age, gender, race, clinic, BMI, highest K-L grade, history of knee injury 

causing limited activity, isokinetic knee extension strength (sex-specific tertiles), vibratory perception threshold at the first MTP joint (sex-specific 
tertiles), foot/ankle pain (number of locations with pain: 0, 1-2, 3-6), hip pain (yes/no), comorbidity index score (0-10), depression (CES-D score 
>=16 as depression indicator), used prescription narcotic analgesics in past 30 days (yes/no), used prescription sedative-hypnotic medications in the 
past 30 days (yes/no), knee buckling in the past 12 months but not in the past 30 days (yes/no), sum of WOMAC pain score in both knees.

†
84 month clinic visit and telephone contact
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Table 3

Association of combinations of baseline knee buckling and knee shifing/slipping with falls at 60 months and at 

84 months

Baseline exposure/predictor (n) a. Cross-sectional association with falls in the past 12 months at baseline
*

Buckling and instability/slipping past 3 months (n)
0 falls 1 fall ≥2 falls

N (%) N (%) OR (95% CI)
* N (%) OR (95% CI)

*

Neither (1218) 901 (74.0) 163 (13.4) Ref -- 154 (12.6) Ref --

Shifting/slipping only (314) 213 (67.8) 48 (15.3) 1.16 (0.78-1.71) 53 (16.9) 1.21 (0.82-1.78)

Buckling only (147) 93 (63.3) 25 (17.0) 1.39 (0.84-2.30) 29 (19.7) 1.54 (0.94-2.52)

Buckling and shifting/slipping (163) 82 (50.3) 20 (12.3) 1.23(0.69-2.18) 61 (37.4) 2.83 (1.80-4.46)

Buckling and instability/slipping past 3 months (n)
b. Longitudinal association with falls in past 12 months at 2 year follow-up

†

0 falls 1 fall ≥2 falls

Neither (1146) 860 (75.0) 149 (13.0) Ref -- 137 (12.0) Ref --

Shifting/slipping only (281) 206 (73.3) 41 (14.6) 1.00 (0.66-1.52) 34 (12.1) 0.87 (0.55-1.38)

Buckling only (130) 80 (61.5) 20 (15.4) 1.40 (0.81-2.43) 30 (23.1) 2.10 (1.26-3.49)

Buckling and shifting/slipping (140) 88 (62.9) 14 (10.0) 0.71 (0.37-1.37) 38 (27.1) 1.69 (1.00-2.86)

*
See footnote to Table 2 for variables included in models.

†
84 month clinic visit and telephone contact
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Table 4

Association of knee buckling without a fall and buckling with a fall at baseline with falls and fall injuries at 84 

months
*

Baseline exposure/predictor (n) ≥2 falls Significant fall injury at 2 year 

follow-up
†

Fall injury limiting activity at 

2 year follow-up
†

Buckling/falls due to buckling in 
past 3 months

N (%) OR (95% CI) N (%) OR (95% CI) N (%) OR (95% CI)

No buckling (1427) 171 (12.0) ref 124 (8.7) ref 97 (6.8) ref

Buckled, did not fall when knee gave 
way (220)

44 (20.0) 1.57 (1.03-2.38) 21 (9.6) 0.79 (0.46-1.36) 20 (9.1) 0.83 (0.46-1.47)

Buckled and fell when knee gave way 
(50)

24 (48.0) 4.51 (2.34-8.71) 14 (28.0) 2.23 (1.07-4.67) 16 (32.0) 2.95 (1.41-6.17)

*
See footnote to Table 2 for variables included in models.

†
84 month clinic visit and telephone contact. N in each exposure group reflects loss to follow-up and missing data at 84 months.
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Table 5

Association of knee buckling without a fall and buckling with a fall at baseline with poor balance confidence 

and fear of falling at 84 months

Baseline exposure/predictor (n) Poor balance confidence
**

 at 2 year follow-up
†

Fear of falling at 2 year follow-up
†

Buckling/falls due to buckling in past 3 months N (%) OR (95% CI) N (%) OR (95% CI)

No buckling (1305) 121 (9.3) ref 401 (30.7) ref

Buckled, did not fall when knee gave way (195) 54 (27.7) 2.18 (1.35-3.52) 98 (50.3) 1.54 (1.08-2.20)

Buckled and fell when knee gave way (44) 23 (52.3) 4.17 (1.80-9.68) 28 (63.6) 2.10 (1.02-4.33)

* See footnote in Table 2 for variables included in models.

**
Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale score < 67.

†
84 month clinic visit. N in each exposure group rellects loss to follow-up and missing data at 84 months. The number of participants is smaller 

than in Table 4 due to collection of data on these outcomes at the clinic visit only..
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